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Deadline: Tuesday, 14 April 2020, 18:00

Question 1 (10 marks)
The purpose of this exercise is to investigate what happens to Arrow’s Theorem, in its
formulation for resolute social choice functions discussed in class, if we replace the Pareto
Principle by the seemingly more basic surjectivity condition. Recall that we had defined
surjectivity in the context of our discussion of the Muller-Satterthwaite Theorem.
(a) Show that the Pareto Principle is strictly stronger than surjectivity. That is, show
that every Paretian resolute social choice function is surjective and that there exists a
surjective resolute social choice function that is not Paretian.
(b) Show that Arrow’s Theorem ceases to hold when we replace the Pareto Principle by
surjectivity. That is, show that there exists a resolute social choice function that is
surjective, independent, and nondictatorial.
Question 2 (10 marks)
The purpose of this exercise is to explore the boundaries of some of the impossibility theorems
we had discussed in class. Answer the following questions:
(a) Does the Muller-Satterthwaite Theorem continue to hold when we replace strong monotonicity by weak monotonicity?
(b) Does the Gibbard-Satterthwaite Theorem continue to hold when we drop surjectivity?
(c) Does the Duggan-Schwartz Theorem continue to hold when we replace the condition of
immunity against manipulation by both optimistic and pessimistic voters by immunity
against manipulation by pessimistic voters only?
(d) Let us call a voter cautious if she prefers a set of alternatives A to another set B only
if she ranks her least preferred alternative in A above her most preferred alternative
in B. That is, such a voter would only consider manipulating if the worst way of
breaking ties would yield a better result for her than the best way of breaking ties
when she votes truthfully. Does the Duggan-Schwartz Theorem continue to hold when
we replace the condition of immunity against manipulation by both optimistic and
pessimistic voters by immunity against manipulation by cautious voters?
Justify your answers. If you show that a given theorem ceases to hold under the changed
conditions by proving a specific voting rule meets all the requirements stated, also indicate
why that same voting rule does not constitute a counterexample to the original theorem.
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Question 3 (10 marks)
Consider a scenario in which n > 3 voters are situated on a social network and each voter can
observe at most k of the other voters. We want to run an election to choose an alternative
from a set A = {a, b, c} of three alternatives using a voting rule F . If necessary, we will
break ties lexicographically, meaning that any tie involving alternative a will be broken in
favour of a, and any tie involving b but not a will be broken in favour of b. We are concerned
that one of the voters may have gained knowledge of the voting intentions of the other voters
she can observe and is considering to manipulate the election. But we also know that she
will report an untruthful preference only in case (i) she considers it possible that doing so
will yield a better election outcome for herself than voting truthfully and (ii) she is certain
that doing so will not yield a worse election outcome for herself than voting truthfully.
Intuitively speaking, the lower the number k, the less we have to worry about manipulation.
This exercise is about trying to better understand this link between the voting rule F and
the value of k (relative to n). Given n, let us call F safe for k in case we can be certain that
no manipulation will occur when F is used for the election and no voter can observe more
than k of the other n − 1 voters. Answer the following questions:
(a) Suppose n = 4. Show that the Borda rule is not safe for k = n − 2 = 2.
(b) For any given n, characterise the range of values of k (in relation to n) for which the
plurality rule is safe. An approximate characterisation (abstracting away from issues
such as whether n is odd or even) would be acceptable.
(c) By the Gibbard-Satterthwaite Theorem, no voting rule that—when combined with our
lexicographic tie-breaking rule—is both surjective and nondictatorial can possibly be
safe for k = n − 1. This raises the question of whether we can do better for k = n − 2.
Either present a voting rule that (in combination with our tie-breaking rule) not only
is surjective and nondictatorial but also safe for k = n − 2 or show that no such rule
exists. (In the former case, your rule should be well-defined for any n > 3. In the
latter case, a counterexample for one specific value of n is sufficient.)
Can you comment on the significance of your finding?
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